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Introduction 
The income tax system serves two basic functions to collect 
revenue for 9overnment and secondly to provide financial assist-
ance to those the Government chooses to ·assist in accordance 
with its policy. 
This paper will look at a selected group of provisions which 
perform that second function, the tax incentives available to 
manufacturers. Although tax incentives come in a variety of 
forms, deductions from assessable income, credits against tax, 
exclusion of income from assessment,preferential tax rates, and 
deferral of tax, all the tax incentives available to manufacturers 
take the form of deductions from assessable income. 
It has been the policy of successive Governments to assist manu-
facturers but the reasons for doing so and the particular 
aspects of manufacturing that have received assistance have 
varied as the New Zealand economy has ~eveloped, and as Govern-
ments have changed. 
Current Government policy is that manufacturers warrant support 
for the production of manufactured exports~ goods for the local 
market as import substitutes, to provide employmen~ and to utilize 
indigenous resources. (l} The overall aim is to assist those manu-
facturers with the greatest 'social net return.' 
"For social net return you take the private worth 
of an industry or company from normal financial 
records then adjust this - they may export products 
or use labour in a developing area for example. 
But then it has costs - it uses fuel and pollutes. 
The analysis is rated upwards for benefits and down-
ward for costs, and you come out with the net social 
benefit to New Zealand.' (2 ) 
The first part of the paper examines the tax incentives available 
to manufacturers excluding the export incentives. The second part 
1. Budget 1977 p.20 
2. Better Business Vol.42 No.440 August 1978 p.10 
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under the general head of tax reform examines the weaknesses 
of tax incentives which lead to abuse and limit their value 
as a method of providing Government assistance. 
I Specific Tax Incentives Available to Manufacturers 
A Depreciation Allowances 
1. Introduction 
vn1en the form of a depreciation allowance is used as a tax incen-
tive the relationship between the way in which depreciation is 
allowed and the concept that depreciation reflects the loss of 
value to an asset from fair wear and tear, or in some cases 
obsolescence, that cannot be made good by repair, is obsc~red. 
The amount of the deduction is set arbitrarily at a higher amount 
than that which would reflect the loss of value for the very 
purpose of providing a benefit to the taxpayer. 
Even if used as a tax incentive, all depreciation allowances have 
the common characteristic that the total deductions allowed can-
not exceed the total cost of the asset. All the manufacturer is 
permitted to do is to deduct his depreciation more quickly than 
the asset is wearing out, that is to accelerate the deduction for 
depreciation. The tax benefit that arises is that income in the 
year the deduction is taken is offset against the increased deduc-
tion and the tax on that income is deferred until the asset is 
sold or the total cost of the asset has been depreciated. Because 
the ordinary rates of depreciation are calculated on a table()) 
for administrative ease they do not in fact reflect the accountants 
3. Schedule Depreciation rates - Inland Revenue Department 
~ 
b i 
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concept of loss of value through wear and tear and do in many 
cases accelerate depreciation to a minor extent, although this 
is not as visible. 
2. First Year Depreciation Allowances 
The first year depreciation allowance is of broad application 
being available to a variety of taxpayers including manufacturers, 
farmers, freezing companies and fish factories for a number of 
purposes. In relation to manufacturers section 112 of Income 
Tax Act 1976, permits a special rate of depreciation on new and 
used plant or machinery and in accommodation built for employees. 
The rate of depreciation for new or used plant or machinery is 
25% of the 'Capital cost( 4 ) deductible in the first year the asset 
is used. (5 ) For exployee accormnodation the rate is 22%. (6 ) The 
first year depreciation allowance is in substitution for all other 
depreciation allowances in that year. <7 > 
This provision exists in its present form for historical reasons. 
Its predecessor which applied from 1 April 1975 to 30 July 1976(
8 ) 
permitted greater deductions and incorporated a regional develop-
ment incentive in that there was an additional allowance available 
where the asset was used outside the Auckland and Wellington urban 
regions. For example, on new plant or machinery, manufacturers 
outside the specified urban areas( 9 ) could deduct 60% of their 
capital expenditure but only 40% if in the Auckland or Wellington 
urban areas. With secondhand plant and machinery the allowance 
was 50% and 30% respectively. 
When the current first year depreciation allowance was introduced, 
the above rates were reduced to a flat 25% of capital expenditure 
4. Fifth schedule Income Tax Act 1976 
5. S.112(3) (a) Income Tax Act 1976 
6. Fifth Schedule Income Tax Act 1976 
7. S.112(3) (c) Income Tax Act 1976 
8. S.114F Land and Income Tax Act 1954 
9. Defined in s.114F(l) Land and Income Tax Act 1954 
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regardless of location. At the same time selective investment 
allowances were introduced to 'emphasise both export production 
and regional development and to encourage industries to plan 
their development in a co-ordinated fashion.' (lO) When these 
are taken into account the actual deductions available to manu-
facturers whose activities qualify for the incentive allowances 
are on a par with the previous system. However, many who would 
have obtained the earlier first year depreciation allowance will 
not get nearly the same benefit . under the current allowance. 
For transitional situations the taxpayer can elect which regime 
he wishes to proceed under if either: 
(a) New or secondhand plant or machinery was purchased 
before 29 July 1976, or 
(b) If a binding contract for its purchase was entered 
into prior to that date, but in neither case the asset was not 
used until after that date. (ll) 
There was little change to s.112 when it was amended to reflect 
the above. Those parts of the section that related to the dif-
ferential rates based on the regional location of the asset were 
repeale9,and a new fifth schedule enacted. 
The first year depreciation allowance is available to a manufac-
turer who satisfies the Corrunissioner that he has incurred capital 
expenditure in either: 
(a) acquiring or installing any new plant or machinery 
to be used wholly for the purposes of that business, being any 
business in New Zealand, <12 > 
(b) acquiring or installing any secondhand plant or 
machinery to be used wholly for the purposes of that business, (l
3 ) 
(c) acquiring or erecting a building for employee accommo-
dation. (l
4
) The allowance cannot be claimed on the cost of altering 
10. 1976 Budget p.17 
11. S.30 Income Tax Amendment Act No.43 1976 
12. S.112(2) (a) Income Tax Act 1976 
13. S.112 (2) (b) Income Tax Act 1976 
14. S.112(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
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' ' . . b 'ld' <15 > or improving an existing ui ing. 
If the Commissioner is satisfied the building is for the accom-
modation of the taxpayer, or the wife, husband or child of the 
taxpayer, or if the taxpayer is a company, for the accorranodation 
of a shareholder or wife, husband or child of such then he can 
disallow the whole deduction or any part. (l 6 ) He can also dis-
allow the deduction if satisfied proper accounts have not been 
k t 
(17) ep. 
The Commissioner can also apportion expenditure where it has been 
only partially incurred for a purpose qualifying for the allow-
ance. ( 18 ) 
3. Supplementary Depreciation for Plant or Machinery used in 
Two or Three Shift Industries 
This is a recent addition being available from 1 April 1978. (l 8 ) 
The allowance is in addition to both the ordinary depreciation 
allowances and the first year depreciation allowance, and applied 
in the second, third, fourth and fifth years in which the,asset 
is used in the production of assessable income. (l 9 ) 
The incentive gives an extra depreciation allowance of 3% of 
diminishing value on qualifying plant or machinery used in two 
shift industry and 6% of diminishing value on plant and machinery 
used in three shift industry. <20 > 1 Two shift plant and machinery 1 
and 'three shift plant and machinery' are both defined in the Act, <
21
> 
as being plant and machinery that 'in the opinion of the Commissioner 
is normally in operation for an average of not less than 16 hours 
each working day (two shifts) or 24 hours each working day (three 
shift). Normally in operation prevents unavoidable stoppages 
resulting in non-compliance with the Section. 
15. s.112(1) building defined to exclude these if deduction allowed 
16. S.112(5) (b) Income Tax Act 1976 (under another section. 
17. S.112 (5) (a) Income Tax Act 1976 
18. S.112(6) Income Tax Act 1976 
19. S.113A Income Tax Act 1976 introduced No.81 1977 
20. S.113A(4) Income Tax Act 1976 
21. S.113A(5) Income Tax Act 1976 
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The plant or machinery that can be depreciated under this 
section are restricted by s.113A(2) which excludes: 
"(a) Plant and machinery for use in the refining 
of petroleum or for use in the smelting of aluminium: 
(b) Any motorcar as defined in section 2(1) of the 
Transport Act 1962: 
(c) Ships, aircraft, and hovercraft: 
(d) Any plant and machinery in respect of which a 
deduction by way of fixed rate depreciation is not 
allowed under section 108 of this Act: 
(e) Any plant and machinery in respect of which the 
Commissioner has not, in determining the rate of 
depreciation under section 108 of this Act, prescribed 
a differential rate for more than one shift operation." 
The most significant of these are (d) and (e). 
At present the Commissioner has prescribed a differential rate 
for more than one shift operation on only two classes of plant 
and machinery. <22 > In doing so the Commissioner has presently 
limited the section to permitting the accelerated depreciation 
of equipment which is not designed for the long periods of use 
to which it is subjected. 
The existance of both paragraphs (d) and (e) of s.113A(2) seems 
unnecessary unless the draftsman felt without paragraph (d) it 
would appear that the section could be interpreted as permitting 
this allowance to be allowed on equipment for which no schedule 
rate has been set. 
Another drafting quirk is that the deduction is allowed where the 
Commissioner"is satisfied .•. he may, subject to this section and 
section 117 of this Act •.. allow a deduction, as he thinks fit. 11 <
23
> 
However the next two subsections set out when the deduction can 
be taken and the amount of the deduction, negating this aspect 
of the Commissioners' discretion. 
22. Manufacturing plant and machinery not otherwise mentioned in 
schedule rate of depreciation which is used between 16 hours 
and 24 hours a day and is not constructed for the purpose of 
running for that time, 
Water fed evaporating air conditioners used 24 hours a day. 
23. S.113A(3) Income Tax Act 1976 
I 
I • 
I I 
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4. Deductions for Expenditure on Scientific Research 
There are three provisions in the Income Tax Act 1976 that 
provide deductions as an incentive to research being carried 
out. 
a. Additional Depreciation Allowance 
Where the manufacturer has acquired or installed any plant mach-
inery or equipment to be used exclusively for the purposes of 
scientific research directly relating to that business the Com-
missioner may in his discretion allow during the five years from 
the date the asset was first used for purposes of research 
the cost of the asset to be depreciated. <
24 ) It is up to the 
Commissioner to 'determine' which of the five years the deduction 
shall be allowed in, and the 'sum' of the deduction in each year 
shall be as the Commissioner 'thinks fit'. 
This section permits the very rapid amortization of the cost of 
the asset and accordingly has a substantial effect on tax liability 
tn the years the deductions are allowed. 
b. Deduction of Scientific Research Expenditure 
The second provision s.144 of the Income Tax Act permits the 
deduction of the cost of any expenditure incurred by the taxpayer 
'in connection with scientific research directly relating to the 
taxpayers business except for expenditure in relation to an asset 
on which depreciation is allowable.' ·whether the deduction is 
allowed depends on whether the Commissioner thinks fit to allow 
the deduction. 
c. Deduction of Donations 
The third provision s.146 enables companies to deduct donations 
made to universities, approved research societies, associations or 
institutes, Medical Research Council or any individual by way of 
scholarship, fellowship or bursary pursuant to an award scheme 
approved by the Minister, for the purposes of education, training 
or research which is of importance in the general economy of New 
Zealand. 
24. S .113 ( 1) Income Tax Act 19 76 
I ., 
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The minimum amount of the deduction is $2, the maximum $1,000 
or 5% of the assessable income of the company before the deduc-
tion under this section or s.147< 25 > is taken into account. If 
the gift is in excess of $5,000 to one donee, then the deduction 
is not available unless the prior approval of the Minister has 
been obtained. <26 > Presumably 'prior' means prior to the deduction 
being claimed rather than prior to the gift being made. As for 
the deduction being only available to companies that is a restr-
iction without any logical foundation. 
d. General Comments 
Apart from minor amendments which have actually expanded the 
ambit of the deduction, these three provisions are the same as 
they were when examined by the Ross Committee. <27 > They acknow-
ledged the need for an incentive to industry to undertake scientific 
research but feld the present concession 
'produces inequities as between taxpayers entitled 
to the same deductions for research expenditure yet 
receiving unequal tax relief.' <28 > 
They felt this could be remedied by granting a rebate from income 
tax calculated on a flat rate on the amount of the qualifying 
deduction. To counter the defect of a rebate system, that a tax-
payer must first have income tax against which to credit the 
rebate they felt that where the rebate exceeded the tax payable, 
the taxpayer would have to be paid a refund. In a nutshell, this 
system would amount to using the tax system as a mechanism for 
giving a diiect. grant to qualifying industries. However there is 
a further difficulty that prevents this proposal operating equitably. 
Unless proposed credit is not taxable it has the effect of being 
of greater benefit to those on a higher marginal tax rate. <29 > 
25. s.147 Income Tax Act 1976 - Gifts of money by public companies 
26. s.146(1) Income Tax Act 1976 
27. Report of the Taxation Review Committee - Government Printer 
28. Report of the Taxation Review Committee - SuprA
0
~~~~:§7f
967 
29. Pathway to Tax Reform, Stanley S Surrey, p.98 
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B Investment Allowances 
1. Introduction · 
Investment allowances by way of a deduction from assessable 
income have been frequently used in New Zealand as a form of 
Government assistance to manufacturers. 
Prior to the current provisions being enacted there were two 
incentives of this nature available, a broad provision offering 
a substantial deduction on new plant or machinery, (3 0) and an 
additional allowance for investment in the West Coast of the 
South Island. (3 l) 
When the current legislation was introduced in 1976 the intention 
was to more tightly control the range of qualifying expenditure 
to maximise the 'net social return'. <32 ) Replacing the above 
mentioned investment allowances were allowances for new plant and 
machinery used in slow growth regions, for exports< 33 ) or in 
accordance with Government planning of industry. <34 ) The following 
year another investment allowance was introduced for new plant and 
h . d . h' h . · · · ( 35 ) mac inery use in a ig priority activity. 
The investment allowances for manufacturers are grouped together, 
with a general section, section 118 containing the common provis-
ions. 
All of these incentive allowances permit a deduction in the first 
year of use in the production of assessable income. That deduction 
is additional to depreciation and accordingly have the effect when 
combined with depreciation, which they can be, of allowing to the 
manufacturer a deduction in excess of the cost price of the asset. 
That they are not a form of accelerated depreciation is the most 
significant tax feature of these investment allowances. 
Although provided the manufacturer can show that he has made the 
requisite expenditure a deduction by way of investment allowance 
'shalll
3t~ allowed, there are a number of provisions in Section 118 
30. S.117A Land and Income Tax Act 1954 
31. S.117C Land and Incoree Tax Act 1954 
32. Supra n2 
33. Not covered in this paper 
34. S.119, S.120, S.121, Income Tax Act 1976 
35. S.121A Income Tax Act 1976 
36. S.119(3) and S.119(4), S.12l(2), S.l21A(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
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that restrict either in part of in full the availability of the 
allowances. 
The Commissioner may refuse to allow the deduction in whole or 
in part where the taxpayer has failed to keep complete and sat-
isfactory accounts. (
37 > If the taxpayer disposes of or ceases 
to use any plant or machinery within 12 months from the date 
the asset is first used the Commissioner shall disallow or 
decline to allow the deduction. (
38 ) This provision overrides 
Section 25, that section preventing the Commissioner from altering 
assessments after four years from the year of the assessment. 
Apart from this limited situation, where the taxpayer stops using 
the asset on which the allowance is claimed within the first year 
of use, there is no recapture of the amount deducted by way of 
an investment allowance. 
Accordingly, when the taxpayer realizes the asset, the amount 
deducted as an investment allowance is treated as capital gain 
and does not form part of the taxpayers assessable income. 
If the plant or machinery on which the deduction is claimed has 
been used to produce income not liable or exempt from income tax 
then only part of the deduction that 'is proper' in the opinion 
of the Commissioner 'is al.Jowed'. (
39
> This section is designed 
to allow apportionment of the cost of the asset to reflect the 
use of that asset in producing assessable and non-assessable 
income. However there is no statutory direction to the Commissioner 
on these lines and the actual adjustment '. is entirely up to him. 
There is no provision permitting apportionment of the expenditure 
for the purposes of calculating the deduction where the asset is 
used in the production of assessable income, but for a non-qualify-
ing purpose as well as a qualifying purpose. 
Where the taxpayer is recouped or entitled to be recouped for 
all or any part of the expenditure, on which the deduction is 
37. S.118(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
38. S.118(3) Income Tax Act 1976 
39. S.118(4) Income Tax Act 1976 
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calculated, the expenditure on which the deduction is calculated 
is reduced by the amount the taxpayer is or will be recouped. (
4 0) 
It would appear that if the taxpayer sold the plant or machinery 
within four years of claiming the deduction he could be reassessed!
41 
Section 118(6) is an anti-avoidance provision along the lines of 
section 99 but having application in relation to only sections 119 
', 
to 123. The Commissioner may reduce the deduction claimed by way 
of an investment allowance where he is satisfied that arrangements 
have been made between the taxpayer and another person with a view 
to the affairs of the taxpayer and of that other person being 
arranged so the incentive allowances have more favourable effect 
to the taxpayer than would otherwise have been the case. This 
section was enacted to prevent abuse of the investment allowances!
42 ) 
For the same reason the investment allowances are not available to 
lessors but lessees can deduct the amount of the allowance from 
the cost price of the leased plant and machinery providing the 
lease is a qualifying lease. Qualifying lease is defined in s.118(1) 
as a lease (a) for a period of not less that three years or such 
shorted period as the Commissioner considers reasonable having 
regard to the estimated economic life of the new plant or mach-
inery which is the subject of the lease, and 
(b) which specifies the cost price and the residual 
value of the new plant or machinery which is the subject of the 
lease. 
Each incentive allowance has a terminating date. These have been 
extended in the Income Tax Amendment Bill 1978(
43 ) to: 
Regional investment allowance 31 March 1981 
Industrial development plan invest-
ment allowance . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . 31 March 19 81 
High priority activity investment 
allowance .............•.•........•... 31 March 1982 
40. S.118(8) Income Tax Act 1976 
41. S.25 Income Tax Act could prevent reassessment after that time. 
42. See Part II (2) (c) 
43. At present before the House 
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All of these incentive allowances require the asset to be used 
on or before the terminating dates. It is not sufficient for 
the taxpayer to have purchased or to have entered into a building 
contract on or before that date. This is a significant depart-
ure from prior practice. 
2. Regional Development Investment Allowance 
Because of the uneven economic development of different parts of 
New Zealand and its consequential social effects it has been the 
policy of successive Governments to offer assistance to manufact-
urers prepared to operate in slow growth regions. (
44 > The bulk 
of the assistance is now in the form of Government loans or direct 
grants( 4S} and the only regional development assistance found in 
the income tax system is Section 119. This section provides the 
taxpayer with an allowance of up to 20% of the cost price of new 
plant or machinery depending upon the regional location of the plant 
or machinery. It is available to a lessee who leases under a 
qualifying lease, the deduction being calculated on the cost price 
of the asset. In this way in a leasing situation the allowance 
is available to the user of the asset. The maximum rates of the 
allowance are as follows. 
Regional location 
Rate of Investment 
Allowance 
High 
Comprises - Northland, East Coast (including Gisborne City), 20% West Coast and Buller areas, Otago, Southland and the 
Chatham Islands. 
Medium 
Comprises - King Country, Taranaki (except New Plymouth), 
15% Wanganui, Wairarapa, Marlborough and South Canterbury. 
low 
Comprises - Bay of Pienty, New Plymouth, Hawke's Bay, 5% 
Manawatu, Nelson, Christchurch and North Canterbury. 
Nil 
Comprises - Auckland and Wellington Regional areas. Nil 
44. For example, Section 117C Land and Income Tax Act 1954 
45. Eleven grants or loans available to encourage regional 
development in 1978. 
I 
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In the 1978 Budget it was announced that assets used in the 
regional location of the New Plymouth urban area, including 
Bell Block, would be increased on the present 5% of cost price 
to 25%. ( 46 ) 
Section 119(1) sets out in detail what assets qualify for the 
allowance, (
47
> s.119(2) specificalJy excludes specific types of 
plant and machinery. (
48 ) The allowance is available on all new 
plant and machinery used in manufacturing industry, plant and mach-
inery used in packaging, cleaning, transporting storage or the 
disposal of wastes provided the latter machinery is used in 
relation to new plant or machinery which qualifies under s.119(1) (a) 
or s.119(1) (b). The plant or machinery need not be used exclusively 
for the qualifying purpose provided it is used directly in and 
mainly for the qualifying purpose. (
49 > The investment allowance 
is available to a taxpayer who used new plant or machinery to 
( 50) 
perform services for another person who manufactures goods. 
The allowance cannot be claimed on any plant and machinery in 
respect of which a deduction by way of fixed rate depreciation is 
not allowed or if the cost of the unit of the plant or machinery 
is less that $500. 
The Regional Investment Allowance is available in the first year 
of use of the plant or machinery and is in addition to depreciation. 
It can also be combined with the investment allowance available on 
new plant or machinery used for export(Sl) but not in combination 
with the investment allowance for new plant and machinery used 
pursuant to an approved industry development plan, or high priority 
acitivty. (
52
> This limits the maximum investment allowance avail-
able on any new plant and machinery to 40% of the qualifying 
expenditure. 
46. Supra n43 
47. See appendix 1 
48. S.119(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
49. S.119(1) (a) 'primarily and principally and directly' 
50. S.119(a) (i) Income Tax Act 1976 
51. S.119(6) Income Tax Act 1976 
52. Idem 
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3. Industrial Development Plan Investment Allowance 
A manufacturer who operates in an industry that has prepared 
with the Government a development plan for that industry as a 
whole, can receive an investment allowance of 40% of the qual-
ifying expenditure as part of the development plan. As with 
the other investment allowances it must be taken in the first 
year the asset is used in the production of assessable income, 
and is available to a manufacturer who incurs capital expenditure 
in acquiring installing or extending new plant or machinery or 
who leases the asset under a qualifying lease. (
53 ) Unlike the 
regional developme~€7~~~p~eis no restriction as to what plant 
of machinery qualifies for this allowance, but this investment 
allowance cannot be combined with any other investment allow-
ance(54) although it does not affect depreciation allowances in 
any way. (55 ) The minimum amount of the allowance can not be less 
than the amount that would have been available under the other 
investment allowances that would have been available to the tax-
payer in the absence of this section. 
Industrial development plan is defined as a plan for the compre-
hensive development of an industry that is approved by the 
Minister of Finance jointly with the Minister of Trade and 
Industry, (56 ) indicating the division of responsibility for the 
formulation and operation of the plan. 
Although the terminating date of this investment allowance is 
31 March 1981, at the present time only one industry development 
plan has been completed. As the qualifying plant or machinery 
must have been used in the production of income before that date, 
not purchased or the subject of a binding contract(
57 ) there are 
visible difficulties in preparing these plans which may negate 
53. S.121(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
54. S.121(3) (a) Income Tax Act 1976 
55. S.118(9) Income Tax Act 1976 
56. Rather peculiar and possibly onerous provision! 
57. S.121(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
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the validity of the plans. It was because of the lengthy delay 
in getting a plan into operation that the High Priority Investment 
Allowance was introduced in 1977. <59 ) The Department of Trade and 
Industry are also endeavouring to introduce a streamlined pro-
cedure to evaluate industries, however it would appear having a 
terminating date is detrimental to the whole scheme. 
Annexed as Schedule Two is the press statement announcing the 
first approved plan, the Ceramic Industry Development Plan. <
59 ) 
That study was initiated by the Ceramics Industry's own industry 
wide study carried out between July 1974 and August 1975 well 
prior to the enactment of this section. It can be seen from that 
report that the investment allowance is only one of a number of 
forms of Government assistance; tarrif protection, inport lic-
ensing and NAFTA consultation, immigration assistance, remission 
of sales tax and increased profit margins. 
However, where the press statement discusses the investment allow-
ances, (60) it appears that the industrial development plan 
investment allowance is considered only a back-up provision to 
the export, regional development,and high priority investment 
allowances. Government appears to be unable to provide for the 
use of ' this investment allowance in its own right and it may well 
be that this is a dead provision, offering nothing in addition to 
the export, regional development, and high priority investment 
allowances. 
4. High Priority Activity Investment Allowance 
This incentive allowance was intorudced a year after the others(
6l) 
to remedy the major defe~t in the Industrial Development Plan 
Ii 
investment allowance, the length of time it was taking to prepare 
the plan. To enable high priority status to be obtained with 
reasonable speed the qualifying criteria has been set out in detail 
~ ---1 ----------
u 58. See I (B) (4) 59. For a general discussion on this plan see Better Business 
Vol.42 No.440 August 1978 
60. Second schedule p.4 
61. 1977 Budget p.21 
\ 
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and applications can be made on a standard form. (
62 ) To qualify, 
the following criteria must be satisfied: 
(a) the activity must be capable of being isolated from 
other productive activities undertaken by the firm; 
(b) all production from the activity must be of a sort 
that would be eligible for the existing increased exports taxation 
incentive; 
(c) the activity must have, in the preceding year: 
· (i) had maximum direct and indirect import content 
of twenty-five percent (excluding capital); 
(ii) exported a minimum of 20 percent of its pro-
duction, based on factory door value, the minimum rising 
in annual steps of 2 percent to 30 percent over 5 years; 
(iii) sold the remainder of its production on the 
New Zealand market for an ex-factory selling price not 
more than 10 percent higher than the f.o.b. export price; 
(iv) had total energy inputs from outside the com-
pany not exceeding 7½ percent of the factory door yalue 
of production. (63 ) 
None of the above qualifying criteria is contained in the Income 
Tax Act 1976. Instead High Priority Activity is defined in a 
similar manner to the definition of industrial develop~ent plan, 
as an activity which is approved as such from time to time by 
the Minister of Finance jointly with the Minister of Trade and 
Industry. At present high priority status will be granted if the 
objective criteria are satisfied, although the granting of high 
priority status is discretionary and the criteria can be changed 
without warning. Once high priority status is granted that status 
can be reviewed from 'time to time'. (
64 ) Current administrative 
policy is that once grante~ p rovided returns are filed the status 
I 
will be maintained for two years, but in the thrid year a more 
detailed examination may be requ.ired in order to continue with that 
status. ( 65 ) It can be noted that the criteria that must be 
62. High Priority Evaluation Form HPl plus Form HP2 and Form HP3. 
63. Statement, Minister of Finance 25 October 1977 
64. Section 121A(l) definition 'high priority activity' 
65. Applying for High Priority Status - An Explanatory Guide. 
Department of Trade and Industry, page 3. 
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satisfied to obtain high priority status quantifies the concept 
'net social return.' (66 ) 
The key aspect of high priority status is that it is granted to 
an 'activity'. The activity need not be the whole of the tax-
payers enterprise, but must be capable of isolation . . In this 
way the benefits of high priority status can be granted to those 
selected parts that satisfy the criteria while preventing the 
benefit extending to non-qualifying activities. Because high 
priority status gives a number of benefits in addition to the 
investment allowance it has not been possible for this problem 
to be dealt with by giving the Commissioner the power to apportion 
the expenditure to reflect qualifying and non-qualifying use. (
67 ) 
The benefits of high priority status in addition to the tax incen-
tive are: 
Reduced Administrative Control: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
exemption from price control 
adjusted maximum profit ceiling 
priority consideration for import licences 
minimised applications for import licences 
aggregation of import licences 
more liberal response to requests for imported com-
ponents 
preferential consideration to granting extra import 
licences in order to rationalise production. 
Preferential Access: 
* 
* 
* 
* 
priority treatment by the DFC and the trading banks 
preferential treatment for export suspensory loans 
higher limits for export suspensory loans 
preferential treatment by Trade Commissioners 
Other Assistance: 
* exemption from the 10 percent sales tax on plant and 
machinery (68) 
66. Supra n2 
67. Contrast Section 112(~) Income Tax Act 1976. 
68. Supra n65 pages 1 and 2 
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The amount of the investment allowance is up to 40% of the 
qualifying expenditure, ( 69 ) which like the other investment 
allowances can be capital expenditure acquiring, installing, 
or extending new plant or machinery or,the cost price of new 
plant or machinery leased under a qualifying lease. ( 7 o) The 
asset must be used primarily and principally and directly in 
the high priority activity. There is no proviso guaranteeing 
that the .amount of the deduction shall not be less than that 
which could be obtained under the other investment allowances, (7 l) 
and if this investment allowance is obtained, all other investment 
allowances are excluded. ( 72 ) The maximum deduction available is 
double that of the regional development investment allowance and 
the export investment allowance. However, these two can be com-
bined to equal the value of this allowance. ( 73 ) Accordingly, 
the high priority activity investment allowance is very attractive 
to any manufacturer in the Auckland and Wellington urban regions 
as it negates their exclusion from the regional development invest-
ment allowance. It is unlikely that Government intended that this 
allowance should be twice as valuable to taxpayers in the Auckland 
and Wellington urban areas and it would appear that it should 
apply cummulatively to the regional development investment allow-
ance to maintain the value of the latter. 
C Miscellaneous Incentives 
1. Tax Incentive for Energy Conservation 
Section 125 Income Tax Act 1976 allows the taxpayer a deduction 
for three classes of energy conservation expenditure. The first 
class of qualifying expenditure is expenditure of any nature 
incurred on or before 21 July 1977 and approved by the Commissioner 
of Energy Resources and relating to or following from an evaluation 
of energy approval by the Commissioner. ( 74 ) The second class is 
69. Section 121A(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
70. Defined in Section 118(1) Income Tax Act 1976 
71. c.f. Section 121(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
72. Section 121A(3) Income Tax Act 1976 
73. Section 119(6) and Section 120(7) Income Tax Act 1976 
74. Section 125(1) def. qualifying expenditure (a) Income Tax Act 
1976 
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restricted to expenditure of a capital nature incurred on or 
after 22 July 1977 in acquiring, installing or effecting new 
plant, machinery or equipment 
(i) used in the production of energy from waste materials 
(ii) for the recovery and use of waste heat 
(iii) heat exchange equipment (excluding heat pumps for 
cooling comfort) 
(iv) 
1v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
which uses mostly indigenous energy sources 
energy measuring equipment and instrumentation 
process control equipment 
power factor correction equipment 
which is subsidary to any of the above, and which 
prevents or combats pollution, provided the principal 
plant, machinery or equipment was installed on or 
after 22 July 1977, 
and improvements or alterations for 
(i) conversion from electricity or oil to other indigenous 
energy sources 
(ii) insulation of plant, machinery, equipment of buildings 
against energy loss or leakage 
(iii) sealing of sources or means of energy leakage. (75 ) 
The third class is any specified expenditure approved by the 
Governor General for the purposes of this section. (
76 ) 
All of the second class of expenditure must be for the purposes of 
energy conservation which is defined as 
(a) the reducing of the total amount of energy used of 
increasing production per energy unit used. 
(b) the substitution of one form of energy for another for 
the purpose of reducing total energy use. 
(c) the introduction of the use of indigenous energy sources 
(other than electricity or oil)( 77 ) or substituting the use of 
indigenous energy sources for imported sources. 
(d) the substitution of one form of energy for another 
where the new form would otherwise go unused and the old form can 
remain available for use. (7 S) 
75. Section 125(1) def. qualifying expenditure (b) Income Tax 
76. Section 125(1) def. qualifying expenditure (c) Income Tax 
77. Undue optimism with oil! 
78. Energy is also defined ,in S.125(1) 
II 
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Under this section the total expenditure shall be deducted in 
h · · · · · d ( 
79 ) . f d. t t e income year it is incurre • · However i expen i ure 
exceeds $20,000 the taxpayer must deliver to the Commissioner 
'the certificate of an appropriate registered engineer that the 
expenditure was incurred for the purpose of energy conservation.' ( 80) 
In determining whether a taxpayer is entitled to a deduction the 
Commissioner of Inland Revenue may obtain the advice of the 
Commissioner of Energy Resources. The Commissioner of Energy 
Resource's decision is not conclusive on the question, and the 
issue would be open for consideration on review or appeal. 
As the qualifying expenditure is treated as current expenditure, 
even if it is purely of a capital nature( 8l) no further deduction~ 
is allowed under any other provision of this Act in respect of 
that expenditure or by way of depreciation in respect of any 
asset acquired as a result of that expenditure. (B 2 ) It would 
appear a deduction by way of an investment allowance is excluded 
and specific provision relating to depreciation allowance does 
not gives rise to the adverse inference. ( 83 ) 
If a deduction has been allowed under this section for the cost 
of any asset which could have alternatively been depreciated, if 
the asset is sold or otherwise disposed of within five years from 
the date of acquisition, then the amount it was sold or disposed 
of is assessable income in the year it was disposed in. ( 84 ) 
Unusually in these inflationary times there is a proviso to this 
subsection that the maximum amount which shall be assessed as 
income shall not exceed the cost of the asset. 
When Section 125 came into effect, for the 1977 income year the 
only expenditure for energy conservation that could be deducted 
79. Section 125 (2) Income Tax Act 1976 
80. Section 125(2) proviso Income Tax Act 1976 
81. Section 125(1) def. qualifying expenditure point (b) 
82. Section 118(6) Income Tax Act 1976 
83. S.125(3) Income Tax Act 1976 
84. Section 125(4) Income Tax Act 1976 
I 
I 
., 
II 
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was that in the first class of qualifying expenditure. ( 85 ) From 
22 June 1977 the second class of qualifying expenditure became 
deductable, that is part (b) of the definition of 'qualifying 
expenditure. ' 
In the 1978 Budget it was announced that the tax incentive would 
be widened to include as qualifying expenditure 
(a) additional expenditure necessary for the production 
of electricity by the use of heat currently wasted during pro-
cesses using indigenous fuels. 
(b) the r .efurbishing of industrial and commerciaL lighting 
installations and their control equipment. ( 86 ) 
These changes are in the Income Tax Amentment Bill 1978. ( 87 ) In 
addition to provisions drafted to give effect to the above men-
tioned, there are other unannounced amendments that are an 
endeavour to tighten the availability of this incentive. 
First, the introductory part of paragraph (b) of the definition of 
qualifying incentives( 88 ) has been rewritten to remove th~ possible 
interpretation of the existing legislation that if the expenditure 
had been incurred for the purposes of energy conservation the 
deduction could be claimed provided the assets or improvements 
or alterations were for use in that business, but not necessarily 
actually used for energy conservation. The proposed amendment 
clears this up, the only expenditure being deductable being that 
incurred, in the carrying on of any business( 39 ) in New Zealand, 
in acquiring, installing or effecting, for use for the purposes 
of energy conservation in that business. (90) 
The second significant proposed amendment is the introduction of 
a proviso to the definition of qualifying expenditure permitting 
the Commissioner to apportion the expenditure to reflect only 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
S.125(1) (a) Income Tax Act 1976 
P.28 Budget speech 1978. 
Introduced 28 June 1978, Income Tax Amendment Bill, Clause 25 
Idem 
Idem 
90. Idem 
I 
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that part which should be allocated to the taxpayers assessable 
income. 'The Commissioner shall determine the amount of the 
qualifying expenditure in respect of that asset in such manner 
as he considers fair and reasonable.' (9 l) 
The third significant proposed amendment is S.125(4) which covers 
the sale of assets within five years. This section is to have 
seciont 117(5), (6) and (9) (92 ) grafted on. These sections enable 
the Commissioner to determine how much the sale price for an asset 
is to be assessable income, where the asset is sold with other 
assets, or below market price or taken out of New Zealand per-
manently, or acquired by the Crown. These provisions apply where 
a taxpayer has disposed of a share or interest in property, 
including formation, dissolution or variation of a partnership. 
Some of the other amendments require comment. Part (a) of the 
definition of qualifying expenditure is to be amended to include 
expenditure incurred on or before 21 July 1977 approved by the 
Secretary of Energy and relating to an evaluation of eneFgy by 
the Secretary. As this amendment is intended to take effect from 
1 April 1978, it can only be concluded that expenditure made 
before 21 July 1977 can be retrospectively approved. The Secretary 
of Energy is the same person as the Commissioner of Energy Resources, 
apparently his name has been changed, not a new position created. 
Finally part (c) of the definition of qualifying expenditure( 93 ) 
has been amended to enable the Gove~nor General to decline expen-
'. ,' 
ditur~ to be qual~fying expen~iture. This had been forgotten .when 
the section was first enacted and was necessary so the provision 
I ' 
could be used. The nature and form of these amendments can only 
confirm the suspicions of many that these sections are enacted 
with undue haste, and are not drafted to the standard expected of 
income tax legislation. It may well be that rather than amending 
this section to limit abuse this incentive should have been re-
pealed and a programme of direct Government assistance substituted. 
91. Idem 
92. Income Tax Act 1976. 
93. Section 125(1) definition qualifying expenditure (c) 
• 
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2. Expenditure to Battle Pollution 
In contrast to the incentive for energy conservation the incentive 
to encourage expenditure to prevent or combat pollution has a 
very limited application and has been in its current form since 
1972. Section 124 applies to business taxpayers other than those 
in a farming or agricultural business. (94 ) The only expenditure 
that can be deducted is 'expenditure in the construction on land 
in New Zealand of earthworks, ponds, settling tanks or other 
similar improvements primarily for the purpose of treating indus-
trial waste.' (95 ) The expenditure deducted under this section must 
not be deductable under any other provision, whether by way of 
depreciation or otherwise. 
The qualifying expenditure shall be deducted 20% in the first year 
exexpenditure incurred and 20% in each of the succeeding four 
years. (96 ) The Commissioner can reallocate the deduction so that 
the minimum amount allowed in respect of any of those years is 
$1,000 in the aggregate or the balance of the expenditure, not yet 
deducted, whatever is the smaller:. This is for administrative 
ease. It cannot be long with the general concern over pollution 
that this area is the subject of new provisions. Nevertheless, 
although it suffers from the defect that it is of value only to 
taxpayers with sufficient income to offset the deduction, it 
allows the rapid amortization of the cost of what is capital 
expenditure • 
94. S.127 Income Tax Act 1976 covers the latter 
95. S.124(1) Income Tax Act 1976 
96. S.124(2) (a) and (b) Income Tax Act 1976 
LAW LIBRARY 
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II The Need for Tax Reform 
A The Abuse of ~axation Incentives as Tax Shelters 
1. Features of Tax Shelters 
Tax Incentives in the form of deductions from assessable income 
are attractive to the tax planner because the large deductions 
available can be offset against income. Because a deduction from 
assessable income is only of value where there is sufficient 
income to offset the deduction although 'tax lossess' created 
by these sections can be carried forward( 97 ) it may be more 
attractive to the person the incentive was intended to benefit, 
those on the scene and personally involved in the business, (98 ) 
to sell the deduction for some other benefit. 
For example many of the incentives examined in this paper are 
available in relation to plant or machinery. (99 ) In the United 
States one of the most common methods of high tax bracket investor 
obtaining deductions available on plant or machinery has ~een for 
them to lease the plant or machinery to the manufacturer. The 
manufacturer will be prepared to do this in exchange for a low 
rental, which will suit the investor because he wants as little 
income from the investment as possible to maximise the deduction 
he can offset against other income. 
As a market mechanism for combining a number of investors into a 
unit that can bbtain tax incentive deductions the limited partner-
ship has been used(l) or what is known in New Zealand as a 
speical partnership _ (2 ) between the investors and the person 
actually involved in the business. By using the special partner-
ship the investors risk is limited to his captial contribution( 3 ) 
while he endeavours to take on the 'business' colouration of the 
partnership. (4 ) 
97. Section 188 Income Tax Act 1976 
98. Pathways to Tax Reform, Stanley Surrey p.105 
99. For example s.112(1) (a) and (b), s.119, s.131, s.121A 
1. Pathways to Tax Reform, Stanley Surrey p.105 
2. Partnership Act 1908 Part II Section 49 
3. Section 50 Partnership Act 1908 
4. Pathways to Tax Reform, Stanley Surrey p.105 
Income Tax 
(Act 1976 
II 
[I 
I 
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In this way a group of investors may purchase an expensive mach-
ine, lease it to the user and obtain the tax incentives avail.able, 
in the form of a large deduction. This deduction will be offset 
against their other income, in effect sheltering their other income 
from tax liability. These devices are commonly known as 'tax 
shelters.' 
Surrey(S) considered that tax incentives in the form of deductions 
from assessable income created tax benefits in three ways: 
(a) Tax was deferred 
(b) The advantage of borrowing 
(c) Capital gain treatment 
a. Deferral of Tax 
When deductions are accelerated, income in the year the deduction 
is taken equal to the amount of the deduction escapes liability 
for assessment for tax. This escape is not absolute for when the 
asset is sold or the maximum deduction on that asset has been 
allowed the income earnt at that point in time cannot be offset 
because the deduction has already been taken in full. Accordingly 
the income then becomes liable for tax. In this situation the 
fact the deduction has been taken early simply defers the tax 
liability on that income until the later point in time. A good 
example of the defering of tax is the effect of the first year 
investment allowance. (6 ) In the year the deduction is allowed, 
the first year of use of the asset, tax on income equal to the 
amount of the deduction is deferred until the total cost price of 
the asset has been deducted by way of depreciation. Income earnt 
after that point in time cannot be offset against this deduction 
because the deduction has been taken in full, and accord1ngly, 
the income becomes liable to tax. 
Deferral has a number of advantages to the taxpayer. First in 
effect the taxpayer receives an interest free loan of the tax that 
is deferred until he is obliged to pay. Secondly, when the tax-
payer does pay, as the amount of the tax payment is fixed, inflation 
will work to his advantage. Thirdly, the higher the taxpayers 
5. Idem p.108 
6. S.119 Income Tax Act 1976 
I 
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marginal tax rate the greater the value of the deferral as the 
income deferred carries a higher tax liability. Finally in some 
cases the postponement of tax and the nature of the shelter 
operate to switch the deferred income to capital gain reducing 
or excluding it from tax liability. (
7 ) 
b. The Advantage of Borrowing 
If a profit can be made from an investment then provided the 
interest .rate is lower than the profit to the borrower, the 
profit will increase for the profit on the borrowed money will 
be added to the profit on the investors own funds. The same will 
occur when the 'profit' is in the nature of a deduction from ass-
essable income because the taxpayer will get the benefit of the 
deduction on the borrowed funds. The tax system makes no dis-
tinction between the taxpayers own funds in calculating the cost 
of an asset to establish the amount of the deduction(B) and the 
deduction is calculated on the cost of an asset regardless of the 
source of funds. 
, 
The second benefit from borrowing is that repayments of the 
borrowed fund will be deductible if they are interest payments 
and not repayment of borrowed capital. Surrey(
9 ) makes the point 
that if the tax system was consistent then the only borrowed money 
that could be treated as expenditure could be that part of the 
loan repaid. The difficulty here is that it would be almost 
impossible in many cases to attribute borrowed funds to the pur-
chase of a specific asset rather than to other expenditure in the 
enterprise. 
c. Capital Gain Treatment 
When expenditure on an asset has been allowed as a deduction and 
the asset is subsequently sold, if the sale price is treated as 
a capital gain then a third benefit can arise to the taxpayer for 
by taking advantage of the deduction the income deferred has 
7. See Part II A (1) (c) 
8. Excluding Government Grants s.169 Income Tax Act 1976. 
9. Supra n4 page 119 
II 
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has become non-assessable income. (lO) This benefit is separate 
from the benefit of deferring tax for that advantage will be 
obtained even if the gain on sale is taxed as income. On the 
sale of a depreciated asset Section 117(ll) recaptures the sale 
price as income in the year of sale negating any captial gain 
benefit. 
In contrast there is no recapture as income of the sale price of 
an asset · on which any of the investment allowances have been 
deducted, unless sold in the first year(l
2) so that income offset 
by an investment allowance will be a capital gain on sale. 
2. Characteristics of Specific Tax Incentives Available to Manufacturers 
a. Introduction 
The use of tax incentives as tax shelters is not unknown in New 
Zealand
1
11though export incentives have been used in most. 
Whether the tax incentives for manufacturers can be used as tax 
shelters will be considered in this part of the paper. In some 
sections considerable thought has been devoted to preventing unin-
tended use of the incentives although the whole problem could 
perhaps be resolved by using another method of providing Government 
assistance. In addition there are two general barriers to the use 
of these incentives as tax shelters. First, Section 99~
14 ) the 
general anti-avoidance provision may be able to be invoked to 
knock down such a scheme. Secondly, the Commissioner may success-
fully challenge the offsetting of income from other sources against 
the tax loss created by the particular incentive because the enter-
prise in which the loss has occurred does not satisfy the definition 
of business. (l5 ) 
b. Depreciation Allowances 
All three incentives that are available by way of extra depreciation 
defer income in the year the deduction is allowed from income tax 
until the asset is sold or the whole of the cost of the asset has 
10. No capital gains tax in New Zealand 
11. Income Tax Act 1976 
12. S.118(3) Income Tax Act 1976 
13. Golightly v. C.I.R. (1972) 1 TRNZ 135 
14. Income Tax Act 1976 
15. S.2 Income Tax Act 1976 
II 
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been depreciated. (l 6 ) This is what these incentives are designed 
to do. When the asset is sold the amount that the sale price 
exceeds book value(l7 ) is treated as income in the year the sale 
takes place. Accordingly there is no capital gain. Although 
that profit is treated as income, the payment of tax on that 
income can be spread over the preceeding three years, provided 
the amount involved exceeds $1,000 and the taxpayer makes written 
application to the Commissioner to obtain the benefit. (l 9 ) This 
spreading of tax may enable the taxpayer to take advantage of 
the lowest marginal tax rate available to him, except where the 
taxpayer is a company. (l9 ) This provision does not apply where 
the asset involved is a building. (20) Alternatively, the tax-
payer can apply in writing to the Commissioner within six months 
of the end of the income year in which the asset is sold, or 
such longer period the Commissioner is prepared to allow to have 
that portion of the sale price which is assessable income to 'be 
applied in reduction of the cost, for the purpose of calculating 
depreciation on a replacement asset.' (2l) If this option is 
exercised then the deferral of the income is continued. 
All of these incentives are only available where the taxpayer is 
d · b . (
22 > 'f h . f ' ·engage in us1ness. , , ; However 1 t e taxpayer sat1s 1es 
the criteria then the deduction can be allowed against any assess-
able income of the taxpayer, not just that from the venture in 
which the asset is used. The expenditure on which the deduction 
is calculated, can include borrowed funds. The first year depre-
ciation allowance and the supplementary depreciation allowance on 
plant and machinery used in two or three shift industries can be 
taken by a lessor. However the additional depreciation allowance 
for plant machinery or equipment used in scientific research is not 
available being allowed only if the asset is used exclusively for 
the purposes of scientific research 'directly' (23 > relating to 
that business. 
16. Sections 112, 113 and 113A Income Tax Act 1976 
17. Section 117 Income Tax Act 1976 
18. Section 117 (1) Income Tax Act 1976 
19. Companies taxed at a flat rate of 
20. S.117(1) (i) Income Tax Act 1976 
21. S.117(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
22. Cee page 34 
23. Section 113 
I 
I 
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c. Investment Allowances 
The investment allowances offer large deductions for expenditure 
on new plant and machinery in their first year of use. When the 
first year depreciation allowance is included up to 65% of the 
expenditure can be deducted. The potential use of these provisions 
as shelters has not however gone unnoticed by the Inland Revenue 
and two provisions exist within Section 118 to restrict the use 
of the investnentallowances as tax shelters. First the investment 
allowances are not available to lessors( 24 ) which eliminates leasing. 
At the same time it would appear that the denial of the incentive 
to taxpayers entitled to be recouped for their expenditure( 2S) 
would exclude the use of hire purchase agreements of either the 
true or conditional sale variety . to fix return on the investment. 
Secondly, the Commissioner has the power under a general anti-
avoidance provision to alter the amount of the deduction claimed 
where the Commissioner is satisfied that arrangements have been 
made between a taxpayer and another person with a view to the 
affairs of the taxpayer and that other person being so arranged 
or conducted that the investment allowances would have effect 
more favourably in relation to that taxpayer than would otherwise 
have been the case. ( 26 ) This is a general anti-avoidance provision 
in a similar vein to Section 99. 
Its existance must exclude the application of Section 99 as a 
matter of statutory interpretation and on a conceptual basis. 
Although the words of s.118(6) are general, the ambit of that 
section extends no further than from section 119 to section 123. 
Within that sphere it is difficult to accept that transactions 
could be open to attack under two general anti-avoidance provisions. 
Secondly, conceptually Section 99 belongs to that part of the 
income tax system relating to the collection of Government revenue, 
while section 118(6) is in a different context and exists against 
a different background. 
24. S.118(5) Income Tax Act 1976 
25. S.118(8) Income Tax Act 1976 
26. S.118(6) Income Tax Act 1976 
D 
I 
I 
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The very reason for the existance of the incentive allowance is 
to encourage taxpayers to take advantage of them and thereby act 
in accordance with Government policy. 
In this atmosphere it is difficult to assess the effect of this 
section. It has been suggested that the legislative intent of 
Section 118(6) was to counter arrangements by taxpayers designed 
to artifically increase their entitlement to the investment 
11 <
2h7 ) 'f th' b 'd d bl a owances, owever, 1 is may e cons1 ere a reasona e 
appraisal of Parliaments' intent then the wording does not make 
this clear. 
Although there has been no New Zealand case on this section, there 
has been:, one reported Australian decision, Brambles Holdings 
(28) Limited v. F.C. of T. There the Australian High Court con-
strued the section against the 
that the Australian High Court 
approach to the interpretation 
our own Courts, being far more 
Commissioner. It must be remembered 
have taken a different philosophical 
of anti-avoidance provisions than 
inclined to favour the taxpayer. <29 ) 
Section 118(6) gives the Commissioner the right where he is sat-
isfied that arrangements have been made between a taxpayer and 
another person with a view to the affairs of the taxpayer and that 
other person being so arranged or conducted that the investment 
allowances would have effect more favourable in relation to that 
taxpayer than would otherwise have been the case. The Commissioner 
can reduce the deduction to the amount which in his opinion the 
taxpayer would be entitled to if the offending arrangements had 
not been made. 
The major difficulty with its interpretation is what arrangement 
~ ,, 
would otherwise have been the case. To what alternative arrange-
ment should the taxpayers arrangement be compared? In Brambles 
case~30) Gibbs J. and Mason J. felt that the section should be 
27. New Zealand Income Tax Law and Practice - Simcock & Rooke CCH 
paragraph 40-020. See also n28 dissent of Murphy J. p.123, 
lines 19 - 23 
28. 8 ATR p.108 
29. This was conunented on by Mr Justice Casey in Halliwell v. C.I.R. 
1977 2 TRNZ 186, 187 
30. Supra n28 
I 
I 
I 
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limited to situations where 'a person who is already entitled 
to a rebate ••• makes arrangements for the purpose of increasing 
his entitlement.' <3 l) However, Jacobs J. and Barwick C.J. felt 
the section could apply to initial arrangements and the alterna-
tive arrangements to which the arrangements were to be compared 
were those arrangements that would be the 'usual way' <32 ) in 
which business or commercial affairs were arranged. 
However to be caught the taxpayer making the arrangements had to 
do so with the intention of taking advantage of the section and 
the arrangements actually made must only be commercially explicable 
as being made with a view to the more favourable effect. <33 ) 
The Act is silent as to the nature of the alternative arrangements 
to which the attacked arrangements are to be compared. It is con-
sidered the latter approach in interpretating those words while 
attempting to limit the effect of the section in a manner that is 
in harmony with the concept that tax incentives exist to be taken 
advantage of may still catch transactions not intended to, be 
caught. However the section is not self-executing but requires 
the Commissioner to be satisfied and to form an opinion as to how 
much of a deduction the taxpayer should be allowed. Although the 
Australian High Court did not consider that was significant, a 
New Zealand Court may be more hesitant before interfering with 
this exercise of the Commissioner's discretion. 
It is difficult to assess with precision the extent that this 
section would have on the utilization of the incentive allowances 
as tax shelters. In many cases the arrangement may not be com-
mercially explicable other than having been made with a view to 
the investment allowance having a more favourable effect and it 
may be difficult for the Commissioner to invoke. Nevertheless 
the existance of this provision must affect the use of these 
incentives as tax shelters. However, the prohibition on lessors 
obtaining the investment allowances which has the effect of re-
stricting their availability to the user is a more effective barrier 
31. a ATR 108, 115 lines: 11 - 13 
32. Ibid 120 line 37 
33. 8 ATR 108, 120. This approach echoes the 'predication test' 
of Lord Denning in Newtown v. F.C. of T. (1958) 2 All ER 
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and also reduces the attractiveness of the first year depreciation 
allowance. ( 34 > 
The incentive allowances treat capital expenditure as current 
expenditure. As the incentive allowances are in addition to 
depreciation allowances they are not the acceleration of future 
deductions but have no future consequence, not deferring any 
future tax liability. Provided the plant or machinery is sold 
any time .after the expiration of 12 months the income offset by 
the incentive allowance is treated as a capital gain. If the 
purchase of the asset is made by using borrowed funds the amount 
of the deduction is not affected in any way and accordingly bor-
rowing will increase the benefit to the taxpayer. 
d. Miscellaneous Allowances 
(i) Energy Conservation Expenditure 
Expenditure qualifying for deduction under section 125 of the Act 
can be deducted in full in the year the expenditure is incurred. 
Where it relates to expenditure on an asset for which depreciation 
can be allowed the deduction under this section is in substitution 
for the depreciation allowances( 35 > and in this situation amounts 
to the fastest acceleration of depreciation possible. If the asset 
is not sold within five years of obtaining the deduction then the 
sale price of the asset is treated as capital gain. (36 > 
That part of the qualifying expenditure that falls within part (b) 
of the definition of qualifying expenditure is all that concerns 
us here. (37 > Provided the expenditure is incurred in the carrying 
on of a business and for the purposes of energy conservation it 
shall be deducted from the taxpayers assessable income. There is 
no requirement that the asset be used in the business for energy 
conservation but the proposed amendment will block that gap. ( 38 ) 
The deduction is available to a lessor and it does not appear this 
will be affected by the proposed amendments. 
34 ~ Part I A 2 
35. S.125(3) Income Tax Act 1976 
36. S.125(4) Income Tax Act 1976 
37. S.125(1) Income Tax Act 1976 
38. Income Tax Amendment Bill 1978 
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(ii) Expenditure to Combat Pollution 
The Section 124 of the Act which permits the deduction of 
expenditure to prevent or combat pollution offers a deduction 
in respect of expenditure not otherwise deductible under the 
Act. The section is limited by the small range of expenditure 
that qualifies but if a taxpayer can bring himself within the 
section, the deducition is substantial. The section permits the 
deduction of capital expenditure at the rate of 20% per annum 
until the balance not yet deducted drops below $1,000. (39 > In 
addition to permitting the deduction of capital expenditure, 
there is no recapture of that deduction on sale of the asset so 
the taxpayer is permitted to convert the income he has offset 
against the deduction into a capital gain. 
3. General Provisions Preventing the Use of Incentives as Tax 
Shelters 
a. The Scope of Section 99 
Section 99 of the Act can be invoked by the Conunissioner fo avoid 
any arrangement having the purpose or effect of tax avoidance. 
Tax avoidance is defined.to include directly or indirectly avoiding, 
d . . 1· b'l' . ( 4 0) h re ucing or portponing any 1a 1 ity to income tax. Te 
scope of Section 99 of the Act in relation to tax incentives that 
offer a deduction from assessable income has not yet been examined 
by any New Zealand Court. In Australia( 4l) and in Canada( 42 ) it 
would appear that deductions obtained by utilizing a tax incentive 
are outside the range of their respective anti-avoidance provisions. 
Also, in the Australian situation, if the arrangement comes within 
the ambit of the general deduction section then it too will be 
protected. (43 ) In New Zealand it is difficult to say whether the 
situation is the same for there is a clear conflict between the 
decision of the Court of Appeal in Wisheart MacNab and Kidd v. 
C.I.R. (44 ) and that of the Privy Council in Europa Oil N.Z. Ltd v. 
--------------------------------------------
39. S.124(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
40. Section 99(1) definition tax avoidance part (c) 
41. 
42. 
Mullens v. F.C. of T. 1976 6 ATR 504 Cridland v. F.C. of 
R. v. Alberta & Southern Gas Co Ltd 1977 CTC 388 (8 ATR 
43. Supra n45 
44. (1972) NZLR 319 
T. 1977 
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C.I.R. ( 45 ) As to the application of that principle, in the 
former case the Court of Appeal considered that compliance with 
the general deduction section could not exclude the application 
of section 99, while in the Europa case it was held that if the 
deduction came within section 104 it would be 'incompatible' that 
the deduction should be still liable to attack under section 99. 
In the recent case of Halliwell v. C.I.R. (46 ) Casey J. endeavoured 
to reconcile the two approaches by excluding the application of 
section 99 where the expenditure conforms with section 104, unless 
the need for such expenditure has been contrived. ( 47 ) This test 
has been criticised elsewhere (48 ) and it is of little help where 
the deduction available is a tax incentive, intended to encourage 
the taxpayer to arrange his affairs to take advantage of it. The 
same problem arises if the 'predication test' laid down by Lord 
Denning in Newton's case. (49 ) Any arrangement made to take advan-
tage of an incentive provision must fall into the category of 
having been implemented in that particular way to avoid tax, that 
is to take advantage of the incentive. 
The argument that if an arrangement comes within the provision of 
a specific section it is exempt from attack under section 99, is 
strengthened when the policy behind incentive deductions is con-
sidered. The very purpose of the incentives is to offer a benefit 
by way of a reduction in income tax if the taxpayer is prepared to 
arrange his affairs to take advantage of the provision. Accord-
ingly transactions falling within a particular incentive are out-
side the scope of section 99. 
b. The Need to be in Business 
Of the tax incentives covered in this paper all except the invest-
ment allowances( 5 0) require the taxpayer to have incurred the 
necessary expenditure while in business. (5 l) 
45. (1976) 1 NZLR 546 
46. (1977) 2 TRNZ 186 
47. Ibid 195 
48. Estate plans and arrangements to avoid Income Tax J.G.Bassett 
49. (1958) 2 All ER 759 (p. 34 - 36 
50. Sections 119, 121 and 121A Income Tax Act 1976 
51. Sections 112(2), S.113(1), S.113A(3), S.124(1), S.125(2), S.144 
offers the option of trade or business, S.146 is only to a 
company but can be disregarded. 
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It is a requisite part of the definition of business for tax 
purposes that the venture must have a prospect of making a profit. 
If there is no such prospect, the Commissioner may refuse to allow 
income from other sources to be offset against the deduction ob-
tained. This would negate the use of these provisions as tax 
shelters. In Golightly v. C.I.R. ( 52 > one of the three classes of 
deductions claimed by the taxpayer was a tax incentive for the 
developm~nt of farm land. The deductions combined created a tax 
loss against which the taxpayer sought to shelter his income as 
a solicitor. It was held that on the facts of that case the tax-
payer was in business as he had both the intention and the pros-
pect of making a profit. With regard to the heavy development 
expenditure, Speight J. was satisfied that is was consistent with 
the development of the farm for farming purposes. In coming to 
his conclusion, Speight J. drew a line between 'legitimately' 
taking advantage of the tax allowance for development costs and 
indulging in the enterprise as a mode of obtaining taxation exemp-
tion while striving for a capital gain. (53 > In cases where the 
investment has been made to simply obtain the deduction available 
in the hope of using it as a 'tax shelter' it will be difficult 
for the taxpayer to be on the right side of that line. If the 
investment was to provide a substantial deduction over a number 
of years than it would be fatal to limit the potential return by 
providing for a fixed return under a lease. However, whether a 
particular scheme is caught by this provision will depend upon 
the facts of each case. 
fl ____________ _ 
52. (1972) 1 TRNZ 135 
53. Ibid p.137 lines 44 - 52 
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B The Limitations of Tax Incentives as a Means of Implementing 
Government Policy 
Tax Incentives available to manufacturers in the form of deductions 
from assessable income have serious defects as a means of imple-
menting Goverhment policy. The Ross Committee in their report(s
4 ) 
recommended: 
'As a general principle, concessions based on deductions 
from assessable income should be replaced wherever 
practicable and appropriate by tax rebates, direct grants, 
or loans authorised by a special body responsible to a 
Minister of the Crown. ' ( 55) 
The defects that committee saw were 
(a) the difficulty of estimating the national benefit 
from concessions, 
(b) the inability to measure the effect on Government 
revenues of many incentives, 
(c) the inability to estimate the effect of the granting of 
a tax incentive with precision, 
(d) that tax incentives led to wasteful expenditure, and 
that waste meant that the pattern fordesired development to which 
the tax incentives were meant to contribute were either not 
or achieved uneconomically, 
(e) selective tax incentives lead to inequitable treatment 
of taxpayers. (
56 ) 
However, successive Governments have continued to use tax incentives 
as a means of inplernenting Government policy despite the above 
recommendations. Since 1976, a distinct trend away from tax incen-
tives as the method of providing Goverrunent assistance to manufac-
turers has occurred. Although new tax incentives have been created 
most Government assistance to manufacturers is now in the form of 
a loan or a grant, and if direct assistance is obtained the tax 
incentive is reduced accordingly. (
57) Nevertheless, while incentive 
exist within the tax system, Government has an obligation to the 
taxpayer to evaluate the efficiency of the incentives as a method 
of providing assistance. 
54. Supra n 2 7 
55. Ibid p.237 Recommendation 1 
56. Ibid paragraph 560 
57• Seep 39 of this paper. 
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In the present atmosphere of widespread dissatisfaction with the 
tax system(
53
) and the ancillary pressure for reform it is sur-
prising to discover that tax incentives represent a form of 
Government expenditure, the cost of which escapes measurement. 
The most recent statistics available for the cost of tax incen-
tives to manufacturers is for the 1974 financial year. ( 59) 
Two factors contribute to this failure, first responsibility for 
the operation of tax incentives may be split between Government 
departments, and secondly there may be a failure on the part of 
Government to see tax incentives as expenditure. An example of 
the first point is that the investment allowances for industrial 
development plans and high priority activities are operated by 
the Department of Trade and Industry rather than the Inland Revenue • 
The former department personnel are unfamiliar with tax law, the 
latter almost excluded from involvement, and accordingly where 
final responsibility lies is difficult to assess. Even 11inisterial 
responsibility is shared. (60) To enable financial control to be 
exercised over the cost of tax incentives it is necessary 'to 
recognise tax incentives as Government expenditure using the 
mechanics of the tax system to effect payment. The preparation of 
budgets for tax incentives, what Surrey( 6 l) called 'tax expenditure 
budgets' is necessary not only to measure the cost of the incentive 
programme but can also reveal other previously hidden features of 
the tax incentive that are significant in evaluating the value 
of that particular incentive. For example, with expenditure framed 
as a deduction from assessable income, the form of all the incen-
tives available to manufacturers' analysis of who is obtaining the 
incentive will reveal that the deduction offers greater assistance 
to wealthier taxpayers where graduated marginal tax rates apply, 
and no benefit to a person with no taxable income. 
This is contrary to the usual aims of Government assistance. The 
58. Taxation Reform. Brash and Thompson New Zealand Planning 
Council, May 1978. 
59. See Third Schedule 
60. S.121 definition industrial development plan, S.121A definition 
61. Pathway to Tax Reform, Stanley S Surf~~geh~pt~rity activity 
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normal aim of Government assistance is to at least treat all 
qualifying individuals equally, and often to prefer low income 
taxpayers. 
Tax incentives also create inequities. As with all forms of 
Government expenditure, they have a cost, in this case tax fore-
gone. This contributes to keeping tax rates high, as the deductions 
constrict the tax base and reduce revenue. This problem is com-
pounded because the cost of tax incentives is difficult to estimate, 
and because the amount that can be deducted ' is open ended, being 
calculated as a ratio of the qualifying expenditure with no fixed 
ceiling. In addition the availability of tax incentives to a 
limited range of taxpayers prevents the like treatment of tax-
payers in otherwise like circumstances. 
Criticism that tax incentives lead to wasteful expenditure is 
difficult to assess. The Ross Committee( 62 ) were unable to present 
'clear evidence' (63 ) on this point because of the absence of suit-
able information. Only a subjective assessment can be made on 
this point and it is countered by proponements of tax incentives 
with the argument that tax incentives avoid the need for bureaucracie 
necessary to administer direct grants with their associated tangle 
of red tape. In the end the answer must be a political one. 
If the tax system is to be used to provide Government assistance 
then budgeting control must be exercised over the programmes. 
Secondly, it would be better to replace incentives by way of de-
ductions with rebates against tax. Provided, in the event of the 
taxpayer's rebate exceeding the tax payable, the taxpayer would 
receive payment of the balance, then unequal treatment of taxpayers 
as occurs with deductions would be avoided. However, at this point, 
the tax system is being used to make direct payments and it may be 
better to remove the whole edifice from the income tax system and 
provide for it in a separate statute. This would enable the sim-
plification of the tax system, which in itself is recognized as a 
62. Supra n27 
63. Ibid paragraph 560 
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goal of tax reform. ( 64 ) It can be seen from an examination of 
the Income Tax Act 1976, most cumbersome sections of the Act 
cover tax incentives, and their removal would assist in admini-
stration and public acceptance. 
C Direct Grants 
1. Advantages of Direct Grants as an Alternative to Tax Incentives 
If direct grants were used in substitution for tax incentives, 
then the Government department administering the policy under 
which the assistance is to be made, would be responsible for all 
aspects of the programme. Accordingly, if the granting of the 
assistance is discretionary, each application can be assessed to 
see if it comes within Government policy. Direct grants offer 
the same benefit to all qualifying applicants, regardless of their 
other income. However, the tax treatment of direct grants is 
important for if they are not taxed as income then that in itself 
will constitute a form of Government assistance which will op~rate 
in favour of taxpayers with high marginal tax rates. 
2. Use of Direct Grants in New Zealand and Their Tax Treatment 
In New Zealand the trend has been towards the use of direct grants 
although tax incentives have continued to play a limited role in 
Government assistance. It would appear th~t the tax incent~ves 
are retained: because they are of general application and can 
offer a limited benefit to manufacturers whose net benefit to the 
country may be difficult to assess. ( 65 ) In contrast the direct 
grants are discretionary and are the form most Government assistance 
has taken. 
For example, in regaional development there are eleven forms of 
direct grants while there is only one tax incentive to encourage 
regional development. Most of the direct assistance is initially 
in the form of a loan, which will be conve:rted to a grant if certain 
performance criteria are satisfied. 
64. Ibid paragraph 14, page 16 
65. Supra n2 
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The grants are taxable income. With regard to loans to businesses 
made by the Development Finance Corporation, if the loan is 
remitted then the loan is treated as assessable income spread 
over the year the loan is remitted and the two succeeding years, 
provided that the taxpayer can, if he gives notice to the Com-
missioner have the loan assessed as income in one of the earlier of 
the three income years. (66 ) Alternatively the taxpayer can elect 
if the grant is made in relation to expenditure which is deductible 
under the Act, ( 67 ) to have the amount of the 'deduction otherwise 
allowable in respect of that year or any other income year,' (
68 ) 
reduced by the grant, and the grant then shall not be assessable 
income. This applies to dep~eciation allowances, (
69 ) and incen-
tive allowances. (7 0) 
Because of the delay that occurs between the advancing of the loan 
and its remittance which operates as a deferral of tax on the grant, 
with regional development suspensory loans, they have been deemed 
to be payments which must be -deducted from any expenditu~e qualify-
ing for a deduction as soon as the loan is made. In this way there 
is no deferral of the loan from taxation. Accordingly, s.173 has 
to provide for the situation where repayment takes place. If the 
repayment relates to a grant for expenditure that is allowed as 
a deduction, then the previous disallowed deduction shall be allowed 
in the income year in which repayment is required. If the repay-
ment relates to a grant used to obtain an asset on which depre-
ciation has been claimed, then in the same fashion, a deduction 
is allowed equal to the amount by which the deduction has been 
reduced. A third situation is specifically covered if the repay-
ment relates to a grant to which s.125AA(4) of the Land and Income 
Tax Act applied. The amount the deduction allowed under s.117A(
7l) 
or section 117C( 72 > was reduced by, shall be allowed as a deduction 
in the year the repayment is made. 
66. S.172 Income Tax Act 1976 
67. S.169 Income Tax Act 1976 
68. S.169(2) Income Tax Act 1976 
69. S.169(3) Income Tax Act 1976 
70. S.169(4) Income Tax Act 1976 
71. S.117A Invested allowance new plant and machinery 
72. S.117C West Coast Investment Allowance 
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However, no provision of a similar nature exists in section 173 
to cover the situation where the deduction that has been reduced 
is the regional investment allowance. If the deduction that has 
been reduced is a regional investment allowance available under 
section 119 then if the loan is repaid no subsequent deduction 
for the amount of the loan is allowed. 
The only way the taxpayer can avoid this situation with the 
deduction, by way of regional investment allowance being reduced 
by the grant, yet the grant being also taxed is to make sure the 
grant is used on expenditure which does not qualify for the 
regional development investment allowance. A statement made by 
the person making the loan is conclusive for tax purposes as to 
what expenditure the loan relates to, ( 73 ) so the taxpayer to avoid 
this fate needs to obtain such a statement. 
73. S.173(5) Income Tax Act 1976 
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SCHEDULE ONE 
Regional Investment Allowance 
-------
Qualifying assets 
The -allowance applies to-
(a) !"1ew plant and machinery that is used by the taxpayer primarily and principally 
in-
the manufacture of goods, or components- ("goods" includes liquids, 
gases, substances, ships, hovercraft and aircraft); 
the concentration of metals, i.e., the process by which metals are separated 
from their ores; 
the processing of metals after their concentration; 
the milling of timber; 
forestry operations; 
printing and engraving processes; 
canning of foodstuffs; 
the production of electricity, steam, gases (other than natural gas), etc., for 
use by the taxpayer in any of the above operations. 
(b) New plant used by the taxpayer to under take the following type of secondary 
functions in respect of goods which he has manufactured or dealt with as 
described under (a)-
packaging and labelling of goods; 
the cleaning or sterilising of bottles, vats, or other containers used in the 
storage or delivery or marketing of goods; 
the transportation of goods within premises - this would cover plant such 
as forklift trucks, hoists and cranes; 
the storage of goods within premises; 
the disposal of waste substances; 
assembly, maintenance, cleansing, sterilising or repair of any plant or 
machinery. 
(c) New road transport vehicles including trailers designed for the carriage of goods 
and used by goo<lJ; service operators who are licensed under the Transport Act 
1962. 
. SCHEDULE TWO 
. . . 
. . . . . . .• . 
CERAMIC IN DUS rRY DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
-,. 
. . 
JOINT ST/\TEMENT. BY THE flH/ ZE.D_LAND GOVER!lMENT AND. THE NEW ZEALA?W ..,...,,.,.. 
CERAMIC INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION 
/ 
. I ·. 
BACKGROUND 
This stat2m~nt summarises the combined views of the Government and the 
industry on tl1 e broad policy iss~esTelating to the future development 
plan for· the NE'"d Zealand Ceramic Industry submitted by the industry and 
revieH2d by the Government within the context of the Government• s 
industry stud)' prograrrrne. 
; 
Development plan details are set doh':. in the followi_ng documents: 
a) The study of the existing industry ¼·hich was carried 
out from July 1974 to August 1975, by the Ceramic 
lnd~strles Association, the results of which were 
pr~sent2d in a report to the Gcverrnrent in October 1975. 
b) The final submission by the industry on the future 
development of the New Zealand ceramic industry which 
in·clui\:d updated basic data, a social net return 
an~ly:: is, future objectives, and proposals for action. 
c) A working document prepared by government officials for 
consideration by the indust!'"y~ and the industry's response. 
There have been consultations between the industry and government officials 
·through a joint steering committee and Hith individual companies on their 
own development plans. 
From these documents and extensive discuss ions bet\\·een the pa_rti es this 
joint statement has been prepared. . ...._ 
.. 
I 
I 
I 
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APPROVED PLM~ 
The industry, which is regarded as a desirable one and worthy of assistance from the Governm~nt, covers a wide range of activities and bas a diverse range of both output and outlets. Within the industry elements have been identified which are efficient when measured in terms of New Zealand industry as a v,hole and illso areas \·there·there is scope for productivity improvement. The Government will play its part along h1ith the industry _in capitalising on the opportun1ties in both these areas. 
The plan meets· the criteria specified in the Government's broad policy~ objectives for industrial development referre~ to by the Government in the 1~76 and 1977 Budgets. It has performed a very useful . role in developing the industry development plan concept by allowi!")g all parties to focus on the requirements of an effective plan. The Governm2nt is grateful to the industry for this. 
The analysis undertaken during the development of the plan has given both the Government and the · industry a clear idea of the present and likely future performance of each sector of the industry. The form and 1 eve 1 . of any assistance that is given in terms of trae · Plan will be on a case by case basis and 1vill have particular regard to the· present potential .efficient use -of labour, capital, indigenous nesources and energy and will involve consideration of the potential for market expansion, product improvement, exports and development s lkills as well as of environ-mental standards. In some instances this assistance may be designed to encourage the expansion of a particular area; in others it may be designed to rationalise a certain area of a manufacturer's production, so· as to a 11 ow the manufacturer· to expand prod1Ucti on in an area giving ~gr~ater national benefit • 
.INDUSTRY ACTION 
Members of the industry 1·1ill continue action a]ong those lines which 1·til1 provide the maximum contribution to the most efficient use of New Zealand's resources in the production of goods for export and the domestic r.iarket. W i t h i n t h i s broad object i v e the de v e 1 op men t of the j n d us try w il 1 d i ff er from sector to sector, because of the d·i f ferenc.es in their deve 1 opment . potential. 
The rate of progress is, however, largely depe~dent 0n the general economic climate in Ne1·1 Zealand and internationally; tlll-e efforts of the firms in the industry and the use they make of existing .assistance and incentives; and the extent to which the Government provide'S effective assistance to the industry. 
• .. 
. . 
. ' i 
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The five year industry plan broadly indicates: 
* An overall increase in productio~ of 39 percent 
.to $39,000,000 
. I 
* An increase in exports of 2¼ 3 percent to $5, 7.00 ,100 
· * Capital expenditure of up to $16,000,000. \ 
(All the above figures are expressed · in April 1976 dollar terms.) 
~ 
Where any new specific development or investment proposal arises for 
which Government assistance is sought and which involves industry 
rationalisation, industry accepts that such proposals should be discussed 
with the Government in the context of the overa 11 industry development 
plan. 
Manpower Planning 
The industry will ex2mine its future skill requirements and produce a 
comprehensive mar.pcv,er plan identifying its needs in the longer term. 
Appropriate training progranmes will be developed on the basis of this 
plan to minimise the need to obtain skilled personnel ove~seas. 
Research 
The industry will ensure that full use is made of the assistance already 
provided under. ·existing policy. 
GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION 
To assist the industry in pursuing the fulfilment of its future development 
potential, the Government will be prepared to take the following action: 
Protection 
. 
The Government will follow its stated policy of providing strong and 
effective protective measures as a basis for a strategy for growth for 
Ne\·: Zealand industry. This strategy will, as stated in the 1976 and 1977 
Budgets,· encourage resources to move into those industries which are more 
internationally competitive and can make the best contribution to growth 
and the balance of payments. 
The new Customs Tariff will provide as from 1 July 1978 an updated tariff 
structure h1ith a reasonable level of protection. 
In addition the present import licensing or other protective policies 
for goods made by the ceramics industry will nc~ be chang~d \'l'ithout 
prior consultation with the industry. 
I 
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As purt of the revie\'/ of the ceramics indus:'ttry development plan \'1hich will take place in 1979 the effectiveness oM the import protection accorded the industry v1ill ue revie\·1ed tog~tther vlith the other fonns of government assistance. 
lITTnigration and Productivity 
In order to ensure the necessary skilled stiffiff are available, the Government \viH, in the shorter term, allo\'/ "lthe e~try of skilled personnel 1<1ho come within occupational cate:qtorie::; approved for overseas recruitment under the Governrrent'?· immigratiiton policy. Where necessai:,y the industry may approach the Gov'ernment for special approva 1 l'l'hen the .required. skills are not available under exis:.tting policy . 
• The services of the Productivity Centre are a:wailable to assist the industry to identify and employ the best 1'l'aY,§ in 1vhich productivity ments can be achieved. 
Industrial Developme_nt & Reqional Developrr.ernt Policies 
... The Government in its considera~ion of induskrial and regional development policies l'i'ill continue to rate·indigenous reswurce utilisation as an important factor in the final assessment of such _p.ol icies. 
Trade Policy 
Within the context of the development plan tfoere will be consultation with the industry on decis-ions affecting the ccontent, or access levels·, .. under Schedules A and B and Article '3:7 arra»ngements in the NAFTA. 
Investment Allowance, Sales Tax and other Inaentives 
The Government will develop as n·ecessary new 1policy instruments to assist the industry or sectors of it to expand or re'5tlructure as indicated by the development plan. These measures will · be ,granted on a case by case basis where they are sho1'i'n to be a necessary element of a package designed to encourage the i~plementation of the approved industry deve1op-.ment plan. Within this context assistahc€ co~1d be: · 
by way of the investment a 11 owance at an appropriate rate of up to 40 percent 
or by remission ~f sales tax on plant and machinery 
or by an increase in allo1vable profit margins 
.... _ ,_ 
or by a combinaticn of these or other policy incentives as may be necessary. 
. . 
::: ~ ~":"'" .... ~ .. "· ....... -........ _, ..,,., .. .,....,.. ·----
The Government wil provide assistance to th~ bricks, pipes, tiles and navers sector of the industry to i mprove its efficiency. Such assistance would be for individual projects vJ1ich are shO\·tn to be part of a firm's productivity improver.cnt prograrm1e and which relate expansion of r.~:·~city to the expected growth in domestic and export ma_rkets. 
As the main export sector of the ceramic industry -the tableware group -wi 11 receive the support and encourageri:~nt of the Government. There already ·exists. export incentives including the export investment alOl·tance and export susp:?nsory lo~ns to assist \'lith capital projects . . Also the recently introduced high. priority activities schere could ~ benefit part of the tablewa~e group. Where a project for expansion for exports does not qualify for assistance under these schemes, or the assistance is considered to be inadequate, then the Government wil consider rroviding support as is most appropriate. Each project would · _be cons i ,' · ;·ed on its merits. 
The Government wi 11 be ready to consider support for the sanitary v,a re ma_nufacturer to further upgrade the plant and equipment by the most appropriate means should assistance be sought sometime in the future. The measures considered would not be confined to those available unde~ dev·elopment plans but could include, for example, those for regional dev'e 1 opment. · , 
The production of insulators is in a regional development area and so re._course can be had to investment a 11 owances on th ~ s basis. 
The .Government ·supports the development of:a strong and efficient · refractori es sector and recognises that worth\'l'r. i 1 e progress has been made to date. --
Rese;irch 
For approved research projects (approval of objectives, time limits an1 costs required) designed to assist the industry to atain its develop:;-ent potential, which cannot be accommodated within the research assistance already provided, the Government wil ,investigate what further action may be necessary to facilitate such research. 
Export 
A proposal for an export incentive based on N~w Zealand conteni is being pursued by the Governrrent. This should be of major benefit to the ceramic industry. 
Incentives to export wil continue on a basis which a11o\'1S companies to plan for the longer term. 
I .• 
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Central i Local Covernrnent Buying Policies 
The industry has indicated ·product areas wher.e there is scope for 
purchasing policies designed to give- a rreasure of priority to products 
!:aving a high indigenou_s content. . ,. 
·-, 
The Government \'.'ill maintain its policy of bu_ying from . New Zealand 
sources where. the goods are comparable in pri 1ce, quality and specifications 
with overseas· products. An examin~tion will be undertaken of what action• 
could be taken to give greater emphasis to i~digenous content and 
t~chnological development un"der p,esent policies and to extending suc fl 
policies beyond central government purchasing. Such examination would 
take into account the industry's submission t'hat minimising import content 
would be a primary criterion to be observed by purchasing. authorities. 
COHSULTATION MW REVIEW 
As the implementation of the industry plan proce~ds it is desirable 
that, in addition to monitoring progress on an industry/government basi-s, 
there should be specific consultation on the foll01-.:ing aspects: 
quality control , 
engergy conservation 
productivity 
research 
manpower training. 
. Although forecasts have been made about the future, the preparation of 
.this development plan has been conditioned by the present and recent 
past. Changes are occuriing and managements must amend their fon~ard 
prograrrrnes to meet new situations. 
The industry and the Government wi 11 therefore revje\'I and update the plan 
in 1979 ·to cover the five-year period to 1984/85. 
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COMPANIES 
CLASSIFICATION BY INDUSTRY: INCOME, TAX ASSESSED, SPECIAL ALLOWANCES, 
Assess- Cur- Ordi-
Special Allovancea 
Number a.ble Allseaa- Return- nary rent Industry of Income a.ble able ln~ 1n,,.,at- Export !feat Net In-Returns before Income Income lDsa Tax Dent K&rket Coaat creaaed lDaaea As- Allow- DeYel- Inveat-
•e••ed ance oi-nt Exporta Dent 
$(000) - -
I - -
llanufacturing (Food, Beverages and Tobacco) 
Meat freezing and preserving 
106 24,679 24,405 24,630 14,975 , 11,087 2,973 660 814 -Milk products 129 4,404 4,389 4,581 2971 1,941 495 36 255 1 canning and preserving (other than meat and milk) 
68 7,074 6,943 6,953 5151 3,117 574 199 1,126 -Bakery producta, bread, biscuita, 
I 
cakes, etc. 
317 5,396 5,319 5,353 191 / 2,302 577 I 152 247 13 
Miscellaneous food preparations 
203 16,227 14,571 15,493 2,371 6,502 822 97 1,108 -Beverage industries 120 21,706 21,443 21,933 972 j 9,66Q 821 166 I 362 199 Tobacco IIWlufactures 5 4,186 4,186 4,200 10 ; 1,882 208 36 127 -Total 948 83,672 81,257 83,142 19,230 !36,490 6,470 1,347 4,038 213 
Touriat 
DeYel-
O~t 
--
-
--
30 I 
' - I 
30 
I 
COMPANIES 
TABLE 28 CLASSIFICATION BY INDUSTRY: INCOME, TAX ASSESSED, SPECIAL ALLOWANCES, 
Ordi- Special Allowances 
Assess-
Number able Assess- Return-
Cur- nary 
Industry of Income able able 
rent Income Invest- Export West 
Net Tax ment In-
Tourist 
Returns before Income Income 
Market Coast 
Loss As- Allow- Devel- creased Invest- D
evel-
Losses Exports opment sessed ance opnent ment 
$(000) 
Manufacturing (Textiles, Wearing ,\pparel 
and Made-up Textiles) 
Manufacture of textiles 132 15,207 14,189 
15,554 662 6,370 1,173 768 2,651 5 -
Footwear 81 2,871 2,774 
2,841 92 1,215 78 16 90 - -
wearing apparel (except footwear) 646 13,801 
13,374 13,455 1,206 5,744 424 207 610 10 -
Made-up textile goods (except 
wearing apparel) 122 5,939 
5,619 5,640 470 2,490 152 299 267 1 -
Total 981 37,818 35,956 37,4
90 2,431 15,818 1,828 1,291 3,618 16 -
Manufacturing (wood, Paper, Olemical Pro 
ducts, and Miscellaneous Manufacturing) 
WOOd, cork (except furniture) includin< 
sawmilling 683 28,308 
26,095 32,576 U,625 11,549 7,940 210 5,943 64 -
Furniture and fixtures (including 
metal furniture) 496 12,136 
12,004 12,014 457 5,217 369 80 286 - -
Paper and paper products 73 17,166 15,756 
16,190 96 7,035 2,188 666 2,735 - -
Printing, publishing, and allied 
industries 833 21,781 
20,676 23,743 1,523 9,064 1,087 98 301 10 -
Leather and leather products (except 
footwear) 153 3,098 
3,055 3,071 1,489 1,329 345 141 700 - -
Rubber products 49 4,842 
4,826 4,894 134 2,157 452 24 215 1 -
Chemicals and chemical products 297 26,243 
25,381 30,116 1,643 11,452 1,341 729 1,124 23 -
Petroleum and coal products 24 5,370 
5,334 5,429 51 2,395 599 - - - -
NOn-metallic mineral products (except 
petroleum and coal) 472 27,918 
21,691 33,082 731 12,251 2,207 152 1,014 175 -
Miscellaneous lll&Jlufacturing industries 841 15,447 14,839 
14,981 2,023 6,488 1,548 231 774 - -
Total 3,921 162,309 155,657 176,0
95 20,771 68,937 18,075 2,330 13,093 274 -
Manufacturing (Metals and Metal Products) 
Basic metal industries 170 16,513 9,338 
9,355 871 4,078 471 105 521 20 - I I 
Metal products (except machinery and 
transport equipment) 873 22,198 21,405 21,730 
730 9,337 810 188 610 1 -
Machinery (except electrical machinery) 1,177 20,968 
19,881 20,273 1,597 8,544 1,218 423 1,351 12 -
Electrical machinery, apparatus, 
appliances and supplies 487 19,494 18,481 
18,634 679 8,205 1,003 1,094 1,820 5 -
Transport equipment 2,543 12,9
82 12,405 12,789 2,057 4,868 1,230 90 433 10 -
Total 5,250 92,154 81,511 82,781 
5,934 35,031 4,732 1,900 4,734 48 - : 
.. 
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